Certificates needed for working at sea
Here is a reminder to all sea-going staff to make sure that your medical and safety
certificates are valid and up-to-date. This is also an attempt to clear up any confusion
about what documents you need to be allowed to sail on the Celtic Explorer or Celtic
Voyager. Please note that you must bring the originals of both the ENG-11 and the
PST certificate onboard with you; copies will not suffice.
Medical certificates (ENG-11)
The current legislation came into effect on the 12 Dec 2005 (MarineNotice30). After
that date only certain doctors, listed under ApprovedDoctors, can issue ENG-11s.
The certs should be written on the new forms (see example 1, page 3).
If you had your ENG-11 issued before the 12 Dec 2005, it can still be valid, even if it
is on the old form (example 2). Any cert that was correct at the time it was issued, is
valid until it expires. Because the certs expire after 2 years, the latest date any old
form ENG-11 can be valid to is 12 Dec 2007.
Things to check:
1. Is the expiry date written on your form after the end of your next cruise?
2. Is the expiry date written on your form really 2 years after you had your
medical done? And is your date of birth correct? (Of course the doctor should
have written the correct dates, but even doctors are fallible, so no harm in
checking!)
3. If you had your medical done after the 12 Dec 2005, is the certificate on the
new form?
If the answer to any of these questions is No, then you should arrange for a new
medical assessment, with one of the doctors listed (see link above).
Seafarers’ medical certificates from other countries are accepted if the cert is of the
type approved by that state (it might be called something else than ENG-11, for
example in the UK it would be the ENG-1).
Personal Survival Techniques
Everybody working on Irish research vessels must have taken a training course in
Personal Survival Techniques (PST) approved under the STCW 78/95 convention
(MarineNoticeNo12). If you did your PST course through the MI or at least in Ireland,
it is probably all right – just check that there is a reference to being approved
according to the STCW -95 on the cert. BIM Safety Training cards are also accepted.
The course provider should be on the list of approved course providers
(CourseProvidersAnnex).
If you, or any foreign scientist or contractor who joins the ship from abroad (including
the UK), has any other kind of marine safety course cert, it is acceptable if:

the country has signed the SOLAS and STCW conventions - most countries
have.

there is a clear reference to the STCW convention on the cert.
If there is no mention of the STCW -95 convention on the cert, it can unfortunately
not be accepted at this stage (except BIM Safety training cards). For example
UKOOA, PETANS and OPITO certs, among others, are not recognized. This was the
response from the Marine Survey Office (MSO) following a recent query. We are
aware of the problems this causes for cruises with international participation, and

maybe some way around it can be found in the future. Until further notice, however,
this is the law to which we must comply.
If you have any questions about whether your own PST cert, or that of any foreign
scientists joining your cruise, is recognized or not, feel free to contact RV Ops. If you
need to organize a PST course for scientists joining your cruise, a list of approved
course providers can be found here CourseProvidersAnnex.
Passport
You must bring a current, valid passport, in the event that the ship needs to enter a
foreign port for some unplanned reason. (Since you don’t know which country such a
port call might be in, it’s safer to have a passport than only a national ID card, which
might not be recognized in every country).

This info and links can also be found on our website under Vessel User Information:
http://www.marine.ie/home/services/researchvessels/explorer/Vessel+User+Information.htm

Please see following pages for examples of forms.

Examples
1. New ENG-11. All ENG-11s issued after 12 Dec 2005 should look like this, and the expiry
date (circled in red) should be after your next cruise, and should be 2 years after the issuing
date (green square). The doctor (circled in blue) should be on the list of approved doctors.

2. Old ENG-11. If your ENG-11 was issued before 12 Dec 2005 (issuing date in green
square), it will be on a form like this, and it can still be valid. This example form would have
been valid earlier this year, until the expiry date (circled in red), but now it has obviously
expired. Mr Weasley cannot go to the same place for his next medical, because this doctor
(circled in blue) is not on the “approved list” as of 12 Dec 2005.

3. Accepted PST certificate. The course provider is on the approved list, and the cert shows
that the course is in accordance with STCW-95 (see pink box), so this cert is ok to sail with.

4. Accepted PST certificate. The course provider (BIM) is on the approved list, and the cert
shows that the course is in accordance with STCW-95 (see pink box), so this cert is also ok to
sail with.

5. BIM Safety Training Card. Along with the certificates (as above), BIM also issue Safety
Training Cards. The Safety Training Cards do not mention STCW-95 but BIM have confirmed
to us that their courses are according to STCW-95, and the Cards are issued along with
certificates that do mention the convention. So a BIM Safety Training Card, see below, is also
acceptable as proof of your PST course:

(credit card sized plastic card)

